We reformulate and generalize the functorial model of Meseguer's conditional full rewriting logic by using inserter, a weighted limit in 2-categories. Indeed 2-categories are categories enriched in Cat. Therefore this method also can be extended to sesqui-categories and other enriched categories, with which we can model various aspects of rewritings and strategies.
Introduction
J. Meseguer introduced his conditional rewriting logic in 12, 13] , and gave a functorial semantics for it in 13] and a 2-algebraic theory semantics in 12] . But his treatments of conditionals are not fully 2-categorical because he essentially uses subequalizers. As Lambek pointed out in his original paper 11], a subequalizer is not a 2-categorical limit in the sense that this does not require the 2-dimensional universality.
In 2-category (or enriched category) theory, the weighted limit was proposed as the more suitable notion than that of 2-limit 7,1]. Our rst approach is to use a weighted limit in 2-categories, inserter, instead of subequalizer. By using inserters, we de ne 2-categorical models of Meseguer's conditional rewriting logic. In 2-category Cat, this limit coincides with subequalizer because of the completeness of Cat for weighted limits 7] . In this case, our model is the same that Meseguer de ned in 12] . In other words, Meseguer's functorial model is a nontrivial instance of our 2-categorical models.
The weighted limit was originally de ned in enriched categories, and a 2-category is a category enriched in Cat, that is, a Cat-category. Our formulation has one advantage in that Cat can be replaced with other suitable monoidal categories. So we replace Cat with Cat 0 and construct a model of the conditional at rewriting logic in Cat 0 -categories (a model of unconditional logic in the Cat 0 -category Cat 0 is described in 3]).
Next, from the previous two experiences, we propose to model rewriting with variaous enriched categories. which are called (enriched) categorical rewriting models. As leading examples, we provide three monoidal categories SGray, Gray and Gray op , and consider enrichment in them. All these monoidal categories are the category of 2-categories 2Cat with various monoidal structures. Roughly speaking, a SGray-categorical model is a sesqui-categorical models with concurrency presented by 2-cells in hom-2-categories; Gray-and Gray op -categorical models can be considered as representing inner-rst and outer-rst rewriting strategies.
This paper is constituted as follows. In section 2, we discuss our model of Meseguer's rewriting logic. this is based on 2-categories and inserters. In section 3, as preliminaries of following sections, we brie y introduce enriched categories and related de nitions. The content of previous section can be stated with the terms of enriched category theory, because a 2-category is an category enriched in Cat. In section 4, we introduce sesqui-categories, i.e. Cat 0 -categories, and apply the previous method to sesqui-categories, constructing the models of nonoverlapping conditional rewritings. In section 5, we propose V-categorical rewriting models, and pick up three examples. Finally, in section 6, we state conclusions and some further directions.
This paper contains various concepts of category theory. Their mathematics is not so hard but sometimes long. Following the workshop comittee's advice, we state only essential de nitions and ideas; many proofs are omitted.
2 Models of conditional full rewriting logic 2.1 weighted limit in 2-categories Here we assume the ordinary category theory and basic notions about 2-category. In this section, we de ne the notion of the weighted limit in 2-categories. The standerd references to 2-categories and their weighted limits are 9] and 8]. But note that this is are a special case of the general de nition in enriched categories (see section 3).
De nition 2.1 (weighted limit in 2-categories). Let B be a 2-category, G a small 2-category. Given two 2-functors F : G ! Cat (weight) (2) does not, in general, su ce to exhibit (fF; Gg; ) as the limit (for example, sections 3.7 and 3.8 of 7]). It does, howerer, su ce to determine (fF; Gg; ) uniquely within isomorphism, since the Set-valued functor on the right of (2) is also represented by (fF; Gg; 
in R, 
R-model
In this section we de ne the R-model as a model of conditional rewriting logic. This is a similar concept to models of algebraic theories or sketches in the 1-category case. Here we adopt a relatively elementary setting.
De nition 2.4 Given a rewriting logic R = ( ; E; R; L), a R-model M is a pair of a 2-categry C and an interpretation (?) M satisfying the following conditions:
(i) C has 2-products, that is, conical limits on any nite discrete category G, and products in base category are 2-products. In paticular, there is 2-initial object 1, the limit on the empty category.
(ii) The base category has a ( ; E)-algebra structure. That is, assigning to a sort a xed object, an arrow an operation, and de ning the composition of operations as that of arrows, the diagrams corresponding to equations in A = ( ; E) commute (this interpretation is denoted as (?) M ). For an equivalence class t] of a term t, this interpretation is de ned as follows: (a) To each sort, assign an object S. and there is a natural transformation : t(x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] ! t 0 (x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] : T R (fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g) n ! T R (fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g) which is a 2-cell in Cat. The component of this natural transformation at an object x 1 ] : : : x n ] is ( x 1 ]; : : : ; x n ]) : t(x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] ! t 0 (x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] which is an equivalence class of proof term that is an arrow in T R (fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g). Therefore the sequent t(x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] ! t 0 (x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] is provable in R. 2 
Enriched category and weighted limit
In the previous section, our arguement has proceeded within the 2-category theory. But indeed weighted limits are de ned in the larger framework of 6 enriched category theory. As a preparation for the following sections, we present the general de nitions of enriched category and weighted limit in it. The contents of this section are all extracted from 7] or 1]. Because of the limit of space, we omit pictorial diagrams and detailed proofs. Please consult with these references to them.
De nition 3.1 ( Henceforth we suppose V is symmetric monoidal closed category whose underlying ordinary category V is locally small and complete, in the sense that it admits all small limits.
De nition 3.8 (weighted limit in V-category). Let 
In general, this condition for (fF; Gg; ) is strictly weaker than (3) and does not su ce to make (fF; Gg; ) the limit. However it su ces to detect (fF; Gg; ) as limit if the existance of the limit is known 7].
The weighted limit fF; Gg is small when the weight F : G ! V is small, that is, G is small. We say the V-category B to be complete if it admits all small weighted limits; 8 Sesqui-categories were used as such a model of (unconditional) term rewriting that respects the length of derivation 16], and this idea was applied to at (unconditional) rewriting Proof. Almost parallel to the 2-categorical case and 13].
5 Enriched categorical rewriting models
As Corradini et al. pointed out in 3], in 2-categorical and sesqui-categorical models of rewriting logics, categorical structures represent not only \deno-tational" semantics but also \operational" computations. Therefore, apart from symbolic logics, we can see those categorical structures itself as computational models. (But this does not mean that we abandon logic; in fact, algebraic theories used in 3] and 12] are examples of \categorical" logic). Two models we have de ned in previous sections are the special enriched categories which have some properties. Here, we say (V-)categorical rewriting models for similar categorical models of rewriting in V-categories where V is the monoidal category of a categorical structure.
As concrete examples, we think about models in SGray-, Gray-and Gray op -categories. Like Cat and Cat 0 , SGray is a SGray-category. Also Gray is a Gray-category and Gray op is a Gray op -category. So these rewriting models have nontrivial instances.
SGray has a symmetric monoidal closed structure. therefore, for SGraycategories, we can de ne a inserter-like limit in the same fashion, and by which we can model conditional rewriting in SGray-categories. On the other hand, Gray and Gray op are not symmetric, but they are biclosed. By the general results of 5], we can de ne weighted limits in biclosed case, but more subtle treatments are needed.
In this section, we mention only the ideas brie y, and concentrate to explain the role of 2-cells of hom-objects (hom-2-categories). As a categorical rewriting model, we can regard 2-cells of a hom-2-category as the preference of rewriting paths in that model. Therefore, we can see that Gray-rewriting models represent the inner-rst rewriting strategy, and Gray op -rewriting models represent the outer-rst one. In fact, if we consider only the order structure of path, then models in a LocOrd l -category 10] are su ce to represent the inner-rst strategy.
Conclusion
What I have done is separated into two parts. Firstly, we gereralize functorial semantics and algebraic theory semantics, and construct enriched categorical models for the four rewriting logics ( is made in this paper): The author conjectures that Cat-and Cat 0 -categories internal to CPO present (conditional and unconditional) categorical rewriting models for in nitary term in the similar fashion. For a restricted case, it is treated in 2]. (iii) modelling more exible concurrency controls and rewriting strategies:
By Gray-and Gray op -categories, we have modelled inner-most and outer-most rewriting strategies. But we want to describe concurrency controls and strategies more freely. To construct such categorical rewriting models, we might need a uniform principle to add V to arbitrary 2-cells as concurrency information, and some form of free construction; (iv) combination with higher-dimensional computational model:
SGray-categorical rewriting models resemble in Pratt's paradigm of \modelling computation with geometry" 15]. But its descriptive power is restricted, because it does not have higher-order cells. For example, Our approach cannot express the situation in which pairs of computations (f; g), (g; h), (h; f) can proceed concurrently but the triple (f; g; h) cannot do. To merge both approaches fully, we might need a monoidal products of higher-dimensional categorical structures (complexes);
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